THE UNIVERSITY OF KASHMIR, HAZRATBAL, SRINAGAR

Application for Change of the Title/guide in respect of MD/MS Programme

01) Name: __________________________
02) Father's Name: __________________________
03) University Reg. No.: __________________________
04) Subject for post-graduation: __________________________
05) Name of post-graduate teacher/guide: __________________________
06) Title of thesis: __________________________
07) University letter vide which Registered: __________________________ Date: __________________________
08) Reason for change of Topic/guide: __________________________

9) Title of thesis/guide now proposed: __________________________

10) Brief plan submitted vide encl No.: __________________________

(Showing title, brief resume of literature, purpose of proposed material and methods and references)

I __________________________ request that the title/guide of my Thesis may kindly be changed

under the circumstances explained above and I may please be allowed to work on the new

Title/under the new guide/Supervision.

Date: __________________________ Signature of the Candidate

Forwarded to the Principal Govt. Medical College Sgr. For Necessary action please

I __________________________ certify that the reasons given by the candidate are genuine reasonable and beyond the control of the candidate and recommend the change sought for which may please be allowed.

It is further certified that I shall supervise and guide him/her for the Programme and that the work will be done in the department.

Date: __________________________ Signature of the guide

With Seal 

Office of the Principal Govt. Medical College, Srinagar

No: __________________________ Date: __________________________

Forwarded to the Registrar, University of Kashmir with the remark that the change in title of thesis/guide is recommended and the candidate may please be allowed to work on the new topic. __________________________ is the department __________________________ of the College. The facilities do exist in the department for carrying the work on the title of thesis now proposed and shall be made available to the candidate fee/on payment of the fees as prescribed by the institution.

PRINCIPAL